Influence of the Rail-to-Rail Feature of the Operational Amplifier on the Performance of an Instrumentation System
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Abstract: - One of the usual features that an operational amplifier may offer is the “rail-to-rail” capability. This means that its output range is equal to the power voltages (positive and negative or zero) without any offset. In some cases this feature does not concern with the performance of the system because it does not operate in the limits of the output range or the offsets are small enough not to care about them. Nevertheless, when an accurate instrumentation system must be used, as in this article, the rail-to-rail capability is crucial not to degrade the performance. For instance, the circuit may loose linearity and resolution if the operational amplifiers are not adequate. In our case, a circuit to perform some discrete time control algorithms needed a maximum output range for the system to work properly. With the initial operational amplifiers, the performance was not adequate. After setting rail-to-rail ones the problem has been resolved.
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1 Introduction

Among the most important features of an operational amplifier (symmetry of the power, offset, CMMR, gain, input impedance, output impedance, frequency response, polarization currents, etc.) the rail-to-rail capacity sometimes is not taken into enough consideration \([1]\).

Our system, of didactical purpose, allows the engineering students to implement discrete-time control algorithms and to observe the behavior of some real thermal, hydraulic and mechatronic processes. The main hardware parts of this module, designed and constructed in the Ecole Supérieure des Technologies Industrielles Avancées (ESTIA), are a microcontroller card and a signal shaping card. In addition, the module communicates with a PC in order to be programmed.

2 Description of the system

In terms of hardware subsystems, the entire module consists of two parts: the (signal shaping) electronic card and the LVCS12 module which contains a Motorola MC9S12E128 microcontroller.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the electronic system.
The circuit, named Electronic Card in Fig. 1, makes three tasks: to give the power values employed by other modules (Power block in Fig. 1), to filter the electrical signals (Filtering block in Fig. 1), and to scale the signals between the correct values (Signal shaping blocks in Fig. 1).

Signal shaping blocks are used in order to scale the microcontroller signals (0 V, +5 V) into the levels of the electronic card (-10 V, +10 V), and vice versa. To make this, it is necessary to use a voltage reference which must be very accurate. This voltage reference is provided by the circuit REF 195 GP of Analog Devices, which gives an output of 5 Volts [2]. This 5 V reference is employed to obtain a new reference of 10 V by using a non inverting amplifier.

In Fig. 2 it is possible to see the necessary steps to scale the signals, and the intermediate voltage levels.

3. Constraints in the output range of the operational amplifiers

At the beginning, we used the LM 358 operational amplifiers, which did not have the rail-to-rail feature [4]. When testing the system while running in normal conditions, it was not able to reach the expected maximum and minimum values of operation ranges.

Wondering about the reason of this problem, most of the significant output voltages were measured and the data showed that the amplifiers could not give more than the power voltage, \( V_{cc} \), minus a positive value, \( b \), of some milivolts. When trying to give the “gnd” voltage, the same matter appeared, it was not possible to reduce from a positive value of \( a \), similar to \( b \) (Fig. 3).

3.1 The rail-to-rail feature

A simple operational amplifier cannot usually reach at the output its theoretical maximum and minimum values, i.e. \( V_{cc} \) and \( -V_{ee} \) when powered...
symmetrically and Vcc and ground when asymmetrically [5].

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show this feature: an operational amplifier working in a non inverting configuration. In this case, the power supplying is asymmetrical with values 5 V, 0 V, and it is possible to see that the output voltage Vo can not reach the value of Vee (5 V). The operational amplifier is the LM 158, of the same family as LM 358.

Fig. 4. Non inverting amplifier with asymmetrical power supply.

Fig. 5. Output characteristic of amplifier in Fig. 4.

The reason of this limitation can be explained by looking at the output stage of conventional amplifiers (Fig. 6). Most of the times this stage includes a transistor (BJT or MOSFET) with a serial resistor at the collector or drain.

Fig. 6. Output stage of LM 358 operational amplifier.

So, although the transistor voltage dropout may be insignificant, if the output current has a usual value, the voltage dropped in the resistor must be taken into consideration [6].

In order to resolve this problem many manufactures offer rail-to-rail operational amplifiers, i.e., those that can give +Vcc and –Vee at the output [7], [8], because the serial resistor has been eliminated (Fig. 9).

3.2 Troubles in the initial circuit

Fig. 7 and 8 depict the electronic schematic of the circuits that suffer the worst consequences of the not-rail-to-rail capacity. The “10V” input should be very accurate and never lower than 10 V. Nevertheless, because of the limitation in the output range of previous amplifiers, this voltage was nearly 9 V and the circuits depicted in Fig. 7 and 8 did not work properly.

Fig. 7. The first circuit that cannot work properly because of the not accurate voltage.
It was not possible to obtain the correct voltage levels. This is, $5V - x$ and $0V + x$ instead of $+5V/0V$ in the output in *Filtre* of Fig. 7, or $10V - x$ and $-10V + x$ instead of $+10V/-10V$ in the output *vers Actionneurs* of Fig. 8. $x$ always took a value of several milivolts.

4 The Solution: New operational amplifiers with rail-to-rail capability

As soon as the problem was identified and in order to fix it, all the amplifiers were substituted by LF353 which has the rail-to-rail feature [9].

LF353 output stage is depicted in Fig. 9. In this way, the entire system worked properly and it is being used successfully in the Control courses for engineers, in the second and third academic years of ESTIA. The experimental setups were selected in order to teach control in several engineering fields with different dynamics such as in hydraulic, thermal and mechatronic process.

---

**Fig. 8.** The second circuit that cannot work properly because of the not accurate voltage.

**Fig. 9.** Output stage of LF353 operational amplifier.

**Fig. 10.** Electronic card described in Section 2, where it is possible to see all the operational amplifiers.
5 Conclusions
The “rail-to-rail” capacity is seldom among the most important features of an operational amplifier (symmetry of the power, offset, CMMR, gain, input impedance, output impedance, frequency response, polarization currents, etc.). It means that the output range is equal to the power voltages (positive and negative or zero) without any offset.

Fig. 11. Discrete Time Control didactical setup made in ESTIA.

The performance of the system sometimes does not depend on that feature, since it operates far enough from the limits of the output range or the offsets are negligible.

On the other hand, the rail-to-rail capability is crucial in accurate systems, like instrumentation ones, not to degrade the performance.

In our case, a circuit to perform some discrete time control algorithms needed a maximum output range for the system to work properly. With the initial operational amplifiers, the performance was not adequate. After setting rail-to-rail ones the problem has been resolved.
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